expression was, on average, three times as high in GFP cells from NOVH recipients as in those from control (CSGW) recipients (Fig. 4C). In addition, in each animal, this population exhibited a CD34^+CD38^− fraction four times that of GFP^− cells, which suggested an expanded stem and/or progenitor compartment in the virally transduced population (Fig. 4D). A similar increase was observed using a more stringent immunophenotype (CD34^+CD38^− int Thy1^+^) for stem cells (Fig. S16). Consistent with this, the LTC-IC frequency in GFP human cells isolated from NOVH recipients was almost seven times that in GFP^− human cells from the same animal (Fig. 4E). These NOV GFP^+^ cells isolated from primary recipients could be maintained in liquid culture for 4 weeks and still retained CD34 expression (Fig. S17); by this time, GFP^+^ cells from NOVH recipients and GFP^− cells from control recipients had expired.

In view of the preferential engraftment of Nov^−^ cells, their enhanced LTC-IC capacity, and their ability to maintain high CD34 expression in liquid culture, we assessed the effects of enforced Nov expression on stem cell self-renewal, as classically measured in secondary transplantation assays. Therefore, we intravenously transplanted NOVH GFP^+^ cells that had been isolated from engrafted animals and subsequently cultured for 4 weeks into secondary recipients at a dose of 15,000 cells per mouse. The frequency of SRC was estimated to be 1 per 20,700 in cord blood CD34^+^ cells in primary engraftment assays (29), and is ≤1/10th that amount in secondary transplantation (30). Thus, we consider 15,000 cells in a secondary transplant setting to be a stringently limiting dose. After 8 weeks, engraftment was assessed in recipient bone marrow by GFP fluorescence (Fig. 4F), and, remarkably, given the limited cell dose and the intervening culture period between the primary harvest and the secondary transplantation, was seen in five out of five mice injected. To confirm engraftment, genomic DNA from total bone marrow in each mouse was purified and tested for the presence of human DNA by PCR using primers specific for human chromosome 17 α-satellite sequences (31). Evidence for engraftment was seen in each secondary recipient (Fig. 4G). About 20% of engrafted cells also expressed CD34 (Fig. 4F), and expression of human CD33 and CD19 could also be detected, which suggested that multilineage engraftment had occurred.

Using complementary approaches, we have identified a role for Nov in human hematopoietic stem or progenitor cell function, which implicates it as an essential regulator. The key findings are that loss of Nov abrogates primitive progenitor function, both in vitro and in vivo. Homing, survival, and differentiation appear intact, but defects in cell cycling and Notch signaling are apparent. The requirement for Nov in assays that functionally test several types of primitive cell raises the possibility that it has an impact on generic self-renewal machinery common to all of these subsets. Mirroring these observations, the addition of Nov either extracellularly or by enforced intracellular expression, enhances stem or progenitor read-out in vitro. In transplantation assays, enforced expression enhances stem cell and progenitor cell activity within the graft, as judged by immunophenotype and LTC-IC frequency, as well as secondary transplantability at limiting dose.

Although the role of NOV in the function of primitive hematopoietic cells in other species is yet to be tested, our results support the notion that Nov is a central regulator of these cells in humans. NOV thus provides a hitherto unexplored axis for understanding the cell specific-fate decisions of the hematopoietic stem and progenitor compartments.
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Multiple High-Throughput Analyses Monitor the Response of E. coli to Perturbations
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Analysis of cellular components at multiple levels of biological information can provide valuable functional insights. We performed multiple high-throughput measurements to study the response of Escherichia coli cells to genetic and environmental perturbations. Analysis of metabolic enzyme gene disruptants revealed unexpectedly small changes in messenger RNA and proteins for most disruptants. Overall, metabolite levels were also stable, reflecting the rerouting of fluxes in the metabolic network. In contrast, E. coli actively regulated enzyme levels to maintain a stable metabolic state in response to changes in growth rate. E. coli thus seems to use complementary strategies that result in a metabolic network robust against perturbations.

The complex relationships between different layers of biological information that give rise to cellular functions can only be captured by combining global measurements across these different levels (1–8). Moreover, most current global methods such as DNA microarray and shotgun proteomic analyses aim to interrogate the composition of intracellular components rather than to accurately determine the quantities of molecules in cells. More quan-
titative methods such as quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR) and metabolic flux analysis tend to be more targeted but are essential to detect small changes in response to perturbation. In the present study, we measured the global response of Escherichia coli K-12 cells to genetic and environmental perturbations at the level of protein and gene expression, and compared this with a detailed quantitative analysis of specific metabolic pathways.

To probe the global cellular response, we determined the relative quantities of gene and protein expression using DNA microarray analysis and two-dimensional differential gel electrophoresis (2D-DIGE) (9). For more detailed analysis, in addition to qRT-PCR and metabolic flux analysis, we used capillary electrophoresis time-of-flight mass spectrometry (CE-TOFMS) for metabolome analysis (10, 11) and liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) for absolute quantification of proteins (12). As molecular targets for these more detailed quantitative analyses, we selected genes, proteins, metabolites, and fluxes that make up the bulk of reactions of the central carbon metabolism of E. coli K-12, including glycolysis, the pentose phosphate pathway, and the tricarboxylic acid cycle (fig. S1). Because these pathways play a crucial role in energy generation and in the production of important macromolecular precursors, we wanted to characterize the cellular response to disruptions in order to fulfill basic metabolic needs and maintain the growth phenotype.

We collected data using these multiple high-throughput analyses for wild-type E. coli K-12 and 24 single-gene disruptants, which were selected from the Keio collection (13) and cover most viable glycolysis and pentose phosphate pathway disruptants (i.e., galM, gik, pgm, pgi, pykA, pykB, fbp, fabB, gapC, gpmA, gpmB, pykA, pykF, ppsA, zfV, pgI, gnd, rpe, rpiA, rpiB, tktA, tktB, talA, and talB). The cells were grown at a single fixed dilution rate of 0.2 hours\(^{-1}\) in glucose-limited chemostat cultures, and wild-type cells cultured at the same specific growth rate were used as a reference sample for comparison. To allow a comparison of the effects of these genetic perturbations with the effects of environmental perturbations, wild-type cells were examined at several different dilution rates (0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.5, and 0.7 hours\(^{-1}\)). In chemostat cultures, the concentration of growth-limiting substrate can be controlled by the dilution rate (14); the dilution rate was thus varied in this study from an almost glucose-starved state to a nearly unlimited glucose supply. Changes in dilution rate therefore affect growth rate and can be considered a specific type of environmental change.

To evaluate differences between samples in the various perturbation experiments, we used an expression index (EI) (12), which scales the data to the same deviations for all molecules examined, regardless of their nature (SOM text), so that changes in mRNA, protein, and metabolite can be compared more easily. Figure 1 shows the EIs derived from the targeted analysis of metabolic pathway components. For mRNA and protein, the effects of changes in growth rate are obvious and appear to be larger than the effects of most gene disruptions. In contrast, except for nucleotides, changes in metabolites did not show any distinctive patterns, which could indicate different responses in metabolite levels against various perturbations. The lower levels of nucleotides observed in some disruptants (gik, pgm, pgi, pykA, and pykF) may reflect problems in quantification owing to the chemical instability or inconsistent extraction efficiency of these molecules, and we thus provide results calculated including and excluding nucleotide measurements.

To capture the magnitudes of the effects seen in Fig. 1, we calculated an average EI, the average expression index (AEI) (12), for each type of component (mRNA, protein, and metabolite) and compared them between samples (Fig. 2 and tables S10 and S11). One-way analysis of variance (one-way ANOVA) and post hoc tests (Games-Howell test) were performed (12) for all comparisons to test for statistically significant differences (P < 0.05) (SOM text).

At higher growth rates, the AEI for mRNAs and proteins gradually increased in both targeted and global quantification methods, suggesting that E. coli actively regulates global gene and

![Fig. 1. Overall representation of changes in the targeted cellular components. The heat map shows the EI values of intracellular components that were detected in more than half the samples. RF, reference sample (wild-type cells cultured at a specific growth rate of 0.2 hours\(^{-1}\)); GR, wild-type cells cultured at the indicated specific growth rates; KO, single-gene knockout mutants cultured at a specific growth rate of 0.2 hours\(^{-1}\)); the numbers of individual components shown are metabolites, 130; proteins, 57; and mRNA transcrripts, 85. The same type of representation, including all component names, is shown in fig. S3, and all EI values are shown in table S8.](https://www.sciencemag.org/content/sci/316/5829/594/fig/D1.large.jpg)
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protein levels to meet increasing metabolic demands (Fig. 2, A, C, and D). In contrast, the AEI values for metabolites did not change significantly with growth rate. This relative stability in metabolite level may be a consequence of the observed regulation of enzyme levels. Closer examination of particular components revealed the induction and repression of mRNAs and specific enzymes after a change in specific growth rate (figs. S5 and S6). The levels of proteins involved in glucose uptake (PtsH and PtsI) were induced considerably when the specific growth rate increased. This is to be expected, because substrate uptake is the first step in fulfilling nutrient demands. The observed increase in the expression of phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase (Ppc), decrease in the expression of phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase (PckA), and repression of glyoxylate shunt enzymes are also logical responses to enhance the tricarboxylic acid cycle flux (2), which corresponds to energy production under aerobic conditions and the components of which are important precursors in biomass production.

In contrast to the changes observed in wild-type cells cultured at various growth rates, most gene disruptants showed only subtle changes in AEIs for both mRNA and protein of central carbon metabolism enzymes, which fell within the range of variations observed in wild-type samples at the same specific growth rate (Fig. 2C). The AEI values for these targeted analyses of mRNAs and proteins in all disruptants were smaller than the AEI values observed for wild-type cells at a specific growth rate of 0.7 hours⁻¹, and the difference was significant in 23 disruptants for mRNAs and in 16 disruptants for proteins. Similar results were obtained for the AEI values representing the global analysis of mRNA and protein expression (Fig. 2D). These findings suggest that E. coli does not appreciably respond to the loss of a single central carbon metabolism enzyme by regulating the abundance of other compensatory enzymes. This was especially apparent when examining changes in the expression of genes encoding isozymes of the respective disrupted enzymes (fig. S5). Isozymes that might be expected to compensate for the loss of an important enzyme were not up-regulated, although many were induced at higher growth rates. The two exceptions to this general pattern were the induction of pfkB in the pfkB disruptant and the very considerable induction of rpiB in the rpiA disruptant. However, in both cases, we found that cells accumulated additional mutations that are known to induce expression of the isozymes (15, 16). Therefore, the induction of these genes was not solely dependent on direct regulation (SOM text). It seems apparent that, except for these genes, enzymatic capacity is already expressed in the cell through structural redundancy (presence of isozymes and/or alternative routes).

The AEI values for metabolites in three disruptants (pgm, pgi, and rpe) were higher than those of wild-type cells at high specific growth rates (0.5 and 0.7 hours⁻¹) (Fig. 2C). This phenomenon does not appear to be caused by the problems associated with nucleotide measurements in some disruptants, because similar results were obtained even when nucleotides were excluded from the AEI calculation (Fig. 2C). In the rpe disruptant, which had a particularly high AEI for metabolites, the levels of a few linked metabolites were increased to a large extent (Fig. 3A, rpe). However, these local changes were not responsible for the large metabolite AEI for this particular disruptant. Also, an overall stability in metabolism levels, i.e., low AEI, was maintained in most disruptants, even if the local metabolic network was perturbed (Fig. 2B and Fig. 3B, talB). This stability of metabolite levels is likely achieved through structural robustness of the metabolic network itself (17, 18), even when considerable rerouting of fluxes occurs. For ex-

Fig. 2. AEI values for mRNA, protein, and metabolite levels. RF, GR, and KO are defined in the legend of Fig. 1. (A and B) The AEI values of a specific sample are represented as a heat map. The three panels in each box show three quantitative values corresponding to the AEI for mRNAs as determined by qRT-PCR (left panel), proteins as determined by LC-MS/MS (middle panel), and metabolites as determined by CE-TOFMS (right panel), respectively. (A) AEI values for GR. The labels in each row of the heat map correspond to either a specific growth rate (hours⁻¹) or the two reference samples (RF02 and RF03). (B) AEI values for all gene disruptants displayed at their respective locations on the metabolic pathway map. Abbreviations for metabolites are as shown in table S1. (C) Quantitative measurements obtained by targeted analysis. (D) Semiquantitative cell-wide measurements. The numerical values are provided in table S9. In (C) and (D), numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4 correspond to specific growth rates of 0.1, 0.4, 0.5, and 0.7 hours⁻¹, and numbers 5, 6, and 7 correspond to rpe, pgi, and pgm disruptants, respectively.
ample, in the zwf disruptant, the overall flux within the pentose phosphate pathway was reversed to compensate for the blocked route for the production of essential molecules, but interestingly, this task can be achieved without large changes in enzyme levels in the pathways involved (Fig. 3C and table S5).

Our results reveal that the intracellular metabolic network of E. coli is remarkably stable and robust in the face of various types of disturbances. Highlighting the functional importance of this global stability for efficient cell growth, E. coli can actively respond to changes in the concentration of growth-limiting substrate by regulating the level of enzyme expression to maximize growth rate, which is reflected in the observed stability of metabolite levels. Using this strategy, E. coli can react quickly and effectively to this environmental change, but the strategy might be costly, because the cell must provide additional systems (such as sensor proteins, signal mediators, and transcriptional regulators) to detect and react appropriately to each specific perturbation. Because active response to the environment at the level of gene expressions is a widespread phenotype of E. coli, this might be a common strategy that the cell can use when it faces environmental changes. This strategy contrasts with the finding that E. coli does not appear to react significantly to the disruption of most single metabolic genes by regulating multiple other mRNA or protein levels. In this case, structural redundancy in the metabolic network itself provides the necessary robustness (19, 20), allowing the levels of most metabolites to remain constant, although some localized perturbations are inevitable. This strategy is likely to be less costly than the one mentioned above, because it requires no specific sensors for each mutation, while providing maintenance resistance against many of these mutations. Even if this strategy appears insufficient in the face of some mutations, E. coli may survive by accumulating additional mutations, as we observed for pfkA and rpiA disruptants. Using multiple strategies may thus enable E. coli to maintain a stable state when exposed to various types of perturbations. Additional information is available at the project Web site (21).

Fig. 3. Perturbations in the local metabolic network caused by enzyme gene disruptions. The EI values for proteins (circled) and metabolites (boxed) in rpe (A), talB (B), and zwf (C) disruptants are shown mapped onto the local metabolic network. The disrupted enzymes are highlighted with an X, and the specific reaction eliminated by the disruption is shown with a dashed line. Reactions indicated with red arrows are running in the direction opposite to that in the wild-type. Colorless symbols represent components that were not measurable, and components not detected in the specific mutant are shown with an asterisk.
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Mosquitoes with a diminished capacity to transmit malaria or dengue have been identified in the wild and/or created in the laboratory, demonstrating that endogenous or engineered mosquito immunity can be harnessed to attack these pathogens (1–5). However, it will be necessary to replace a large percentage of the wild mosquito population with refractory insects to achieve substantial levels of disease control (6–8). Mosquitoes carrying genes that confer disease refractoriness are not expected to have a higher fitness than native mosquitoes, implying that Mendelian transmission is unlikely to result in an increase in the frequency of transgene-bearing individuals after their initial release into the wild (4, 9). Thus, effective population replacement will require the coupling of genes conferring disease refractoriness with a genetic mechanism for driving these genes through the wild population at greater than Mendelian frequencies (10, 11).

Maternal-effect selfish genetic elements [first described in the flour beetle Tribolium castaneum and known by the acronym Medea (maternal-effect dominant embryonic arrest)] select for their own survival by inducing maternal-effect lethality of all offspring not inheriting the element-bearing chromosome from the maternal and/or paternal genome (12) (Fig. 1A). Current models predict that if Medea elements are introduced into a population above a threshold frequency, determined by any associated fitness cost, they will spread within the population (12–14) (Fig. 1, C and D). When introduced into a population at relatively high frequencies, Medea elements are predicted to rapidly convert the entire population into element-bearing heterozygotes and homozygotes (Fig. 1C). Medea in Tribolium is hypothesized to consist of a maternal lethal activity (a toxin) that kills non-Medea-bearing progeny and a zygotic rescue activity (an antidote) that protects Medea-bearing progeny from this maternal lethal effect (12, 13) (Fig. 1A).

To create a Medea-like maternal-effect selfish genetic element in Drosophila, we generated a P transposable element vector in which the maternal germline-specific bicoid (bic) promoter drives the expression of a polycistronic transcript encoding two microRNAs (miRNAs) designed to silence expression of myd88 (the gene producing the toxin) (Fig. 1B and (16)). Maternal Myd88 is required for dorsal-ventral pattern formation in early embryo development. Females with germ-line loss-of-function mutations for myd88 give rise to embryos that lack ventral structures and thus fail to hatch, even when a wild-type (WT) paternal allele is present (17). This vector (known as Medea<sub>myd88</sub>) also carries a maternal miRNA–insensitive myd88 transcript transgene expressed under the control of the early embryo–specific bottleneck (bnk) promoter (the gene producing the zygotic antidote) (Fig. 1B). Our analysis focused on flies carrying a single autosomal insertion of this element, Medea<sub>myd88</sub>.

Matings between heterozygous Medea<sub>myd88</sub>/+ males (where + indicates a chromosome that does not carry Medea<sub>myd88</sub>-1) and homozygous +/- females resulted in high levels of embryo viability, similar to those for the w<sup>1118</sup> strain used for transformation (Table 1). In addition, 50% of the adult progeny carried Medea<sub>myd88</sub>-1, as expected for Mendelian segregation without dominance. Matings among homozygous Medea<sub>myd88</sub>-1 flies also resulted in high levels of egg viability. In contrast, when heterozygous Medea<sub>myd88</sub>-1/+ females were mated with homozygous ++ males, ~50% of progeny embryos had ventral patterning defects (fig S1) and did not hatch (Table 1). All adult progeny (n > 12,000 flies) carried Medea<sub>myd88</sub>-1 (Table 1). On the basis of these data and the results of several other crosses (Table 1), we inferred that a single copy of bic-driven miRNAs targeting maternal myd88 expression was sufficient to induce maternal-effect lethality and a single copy of zygotic bnk-driven myd88 expression was sufficient for rescue.

The above observations, in conjunction with the lack of any obvious fitness effects (lethality) in individuals carrying one or two copies of Medea<sub>myd88</sub>-1, suggested that Medea<sub>myd88</sub>-1 should be able to drive population replacement. To test this prediction, we mated equal numbers of WT (++) and Medea<sub>myd88</sub>-1/Medea<sub>myd88</sub>-1 males with homozgyous ++ females, giving rise to a progeny population with Medea<sub>myd88</sub>-1 present at an allele frequency of ~25% (16). This level of introduction, although high, is not unreasonable, given previous insect population suppression programs (18). Replicate population cage experiments, carried out in a darkened incubator to prevent Medea<sub>myd88</sub>-1–bearing flies (which are P<sup>0</sup> and thus red-eyed) from obtaining any vision-dependent advantage over their ++ counterparts (which are P<sup>2</sup> and white-eyed) (19), followed three replicates for 20 generations. A second set of four replicates, which were initiated by crossing heterozygous Medea<sub>myd88</sub>-1/+ males with homozgyous ++ females, was followed for 15 generations. In both experiments, non-Medea<sub>myd88</sub>-1–bearing flies permanently disappeared from the population between generations 10 and 12 (Fig. 1E), without a loss of non-Medea–bearing + chromosomes (in Medea<sub>myd88</sub>-1/+ individuals) in the population (Fig. 1F). The observed changes in Medea<sub>myd88</sub>-1 were not significantly different from the null hypothesis that the element had no fitness cost [(16) and fig. S2], although we cannot exclude the possibility that a Medea<sub>myd88</sub>-1–associated cost is counterbalanced by an unknown negative effect associated with "Systems Genomics," and Scientific Research on Priority Areas “Life Surveyor”, as well as funds from the Yamagata Prefectural Government and Tsuoka City. We thank the faculty and students of the Systems Biology Program at Keio University for useful discussions, as well as members of the International E. coli Alliance (IECA).
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